
Phonics information for parents.



Phonics at Dallington

What is Read, Write Inc.?



Phonics at Parkside

What we do at Dallington:

In Reception and Year 1 they follow a structured 
program. 

You are welcome to ask your children class teacher 
about their progress.
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GRAPHEMES are: 
Letters representing a phoneme

e.g. 
d        ay         igh

When children practise recognising the 
grapheme and saying the phoneme that it 
represents on a daily basis they will be 
confident readers in a very short time.
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BLENDING is: 

Recognising the letter sounds in a written word, for example
c-a-t

and merging or ‘blending’ them in the order in which they are written to 
pronounce the word ‘cat’

Activities that you can do at home include segmenting some words that 
form part of instructions eg. 

Please go and get the  b-r-oo-m. Then the child will say the word and follow 
the instruction. 
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Phonics Screening Check

The government requires each school to complete a Phonic 
Screening Check for all year 1 children.

The check will take place during a week in June.

The check will be carried out on a 1-1 basis, by a teacher 
who your child knows well and feels comfortable with.

The Format of the Check

The check will consist of 40 words; 20 real words and 20 pseudo words.

There are 2 sections. The first section has simple word structures. The 
second section has more complex word structures including 2 syllable words.
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Here are some examples

Section 1

Real words Pseudo words

week                         vap

start                        geck

best                          tox

chill                           thazz
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Section 2

Real words Pseudo words

Slide                               fape

Blank                               blurst

Phone                              voo

Finger                             terg  
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We hope this information was really useful for you. Please ask a 
member of staff if you need more information. 

www.ruthmiskintraining.com/parents

http://www.ruthmiskintraining.com/parents

